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E.O. 12065: RDS-3 6-7-85 (GOHEEN, ROBERT F.) OR-M
TAGS: TECH, IN, PAK
SUBJECT: INDIA AND THE PAKISTAN NUCLEAR PROBLEM

REFS: STATE 140858, 145772.

DECAPTIONED

1. (S) - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. SUMMARY: IN LINE WITH INSTRUCTIONS, I MET ALONE
FOR NEARLY 55 MINUTES THIS AFTERNOON WITH PRIME MINISTER
DESAI. THE ATMOSPHERE WAS RELaxed, EVEN AT TIMES CHATTY,
BUT I MADE NO PROGRESS ALONG ANY OF THE LINES SUGGESTED
IN REFTELS. TO US IN THE EMBASSY THAT COMES AS NOT A
GREAT SURPRISE. END SUMMARY.

3. THE FM WILL NOT ACCEPT THE IDEA OF A JOINT NON-
DEVELOPMENT, NON-USE AGREEMENT WITH PAKISTAN. HE SAID THAT
WHEN THEY HAD SUGGESTED THAT HE HAD TOLD THEM THAT HE
HAD ALREADY MADE A UNILATERAL PLEDGE; IF PAKISTAN DID
LIKEWISE, THE TWO PLEDGES WOULD BE AS GOOD AS A JOINT
STATEMENT. WHEN I SAID THAT GOVERNMENTS CHANGE, AND
MORE FORMAL AGREEMENTS MAY HAVE GREATER INFLUENCE ON
FUTURE GOVERNMENTS THAN UNILATERAL PLEDGES, HE LAUGHED,
SAID THAT WAS NOT NECESSARILY SO, AND ADDED, "LOOK AT YOU
AND TARAPUR". HE COULD NOT BIND A FUTURE GOVERNMENT IN
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ANY CASE, BUT HE HOPED THE COURSE HE HAD LAID DOWN WOULD
HAVE INFLUENCE.

4. WHEN I ASKED WHAT THEN HE PROPOSED TO DO ABOUT THE DANGER,
NOT ONLY TO INDIA BUT MUCH MORE WIDELY, SHOULD THE PAKISTANIS DEVELOP AN EXPLOSIVES CAPABILITY, HE SAID THAT HE PROPOSED TO TAKE ZIA AT HIS WORD FOR NOW, BUT IF HE DISCOVERED THAT PAKISTAN WAS READY TO TEST A BOMB OR IF IT EXPLODED ONE, HE WOULD ACT AT ONE "TO SMASH IT". ("IF" I TAKE TO BE THE PAK EXPLOSIVES CAPABILITY.) HE SAID HE HAD RECENTLY ASSURED PAK FONSEC SHAHNNAWAZ THAT INDIA HAD ONLY GOOD INTENTIONS TOWARD PAKISTAN AND WISHED TO DO NOTHING TO CAUSE IT DIFFICULTIES, BUT ALSO THAT "IF PAKISTAN TRIES ANY TRICKS, WE WILL SMASH YOU". I GATHER THAT HE WENT ON TO REMIND SHAHNNAWAZ OF 1965 AND 1971 IN ORDER TO EMPHASIZE INDIA'S READINESS TO REACT FORCIBLY WHEN SUFFICIENTLY PROVOKED.

5. WHEN I LED THE CONVERSATION INTO NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREE ZONES, HE MADE TWO SETS OF OBSERVATIONS. (A) SO LONG AS THE SUPER-POWERS GO ON TESTING ATOMIC WEAPONS AND MENACING NOT ONLY EACH OTHER BUT THE WHOLE WORLD WITH NUCLEAR WEAPONS, NWFZ'S IN HIS JUDGMENT MEAN NOTHING. HE EXPRESSED APPRECIATION FOR SALT II AS A "SMALL BUT IMPORTANT STEP" AND GRATIFICATION THAT THE CTB NEGOTIATIONS HAD BEEN RESUMED. HE REITERATED THAT UNTIL THE US AND USSR STOPPED TESTING AND Began A PROGRAM OF NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT, INDIA COULD NEVER ACCEPT DISCRIMINATORY SAFEGUARDS. (B) HE ALSO SAID THAT IN PART HIS PUBLIC DERIDING OF NWFZ'S WAS BECAUSE HE WAS CONVINCED THAT PAKISTAN WAS PROMOTING SUCH A ZONE FOR SOUTH ASIA DIS- HONESTLY, THAT IT COULD NEVER BE BRUSTED TO ABIDE BY ONE, BUT THAT HE COULD NOT SAY THAT PUBLICLY. HE THEN GAVE ME A FAIRLY LONG LECTURE, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS, ABOUT HOW LEADERS OF COUNTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS OFTEN HAVE TO BE CAREFUL NOT TO SAY THINGS THAT MIGHT WORSEN RELATIONS EVEN WHEN THEY KNEW THE THINGS TO BE TRUE. HIS POINT HERE AGAIN WAS THAT HE WANTS TO PRESERVE AND IMPROVE INDO-PAK RELATIONS AS FAR AS HE CAN IN THE HOPE THAT THE PAKISTANIS WILL, BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE, GET MORE SENSE ABOUT THE UTILITY OF THE LIMITED NUCLEAR CAPABILITY THEY MAY BE ABLE TO DEVELOP.

6. AS THESE VIEWS EMERGED, I DECIDED NOT TO TEST EITHER THE IDEA OF A PRC NON-USE ASSURANCE OR THAT OF A HIGH-LEVEL, EXTERNAL MEDIATOR. AS THE CONVERSATION MOVED ALONG, BOTH CAME TO ME TO SEEM INCREASINGLY IRRELEVANT. (COMMENT I SHOULD ADD THAT AS TALK ABOUT SOME MULTILATERAL SOLUTION INVOLVING THE PRC HAS GOTT AROUND HERE IN INDIA, THE INTRO- DUCTION OF THE PRC INTO THE EQUATION HAS BECOME MORE AND MORE OF AN IRRITANT. PERHAPS QUIETER DIPLOMACY UNDERTAKE EARLIER
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MAY HAVE HAD AN OUTSIDE CHANCE--AND WE NEVER THOUGHT IT WAS MORE THAN THAT--OF SELLING THAT APPROACH. OPINION HAS NOW SO HARDENED, THAT THE PRC CAN NEVER BECOME PART OF A REGIONAL SOLUTION, FROM INDIA'S VIEWPOINT,; SO LONG AS THE PRC HAS NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND INDIA FOREGOES THEM.)

7. IN RESPONSE TO PARA 9 OF STATE 140858, MY VIEW IS A TIME-LIMITED AGREEMENT OF THE SORT SUGGESTED WOULD BE A NON-STARTER HERE. THE ATTITUDES THE PM EXPRESSED TODAY, AS REPORTED ABOVE, SEEM TO ME TO CONFIRM THIS JUDGMENT.

8. SEPARATE MESSAGE ON TARAPUR WILL FOLLOW.

9. DEPARTMENT PLEASE REPEAT ABOVE MESSAGE TO ISLAMABAD.
AND BEIJING.
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